COVID Campaign 2022
(Corona se Jung,
Savdhaani ke Sung)

January 17- March 31, 2022
Campaign run by SMART with 100 CR Stations in 13 States

Key Objective- Leveraging Community Radios for
localised messaging on COVID-19, Omicron, CAB
and vaccines
1. Using radio to disseminate correct information on the new
variant- Omicron
2. Conducting outreach activities and narrowcasting (playing
radio programs to a small group of people via an audio equipment,
followed by discussions) to create awareness about the importance
of vaccination and overcome fear of the needles/ vaccines amongst
children
3. Aligning with the efforts of the state governments to leverage the
vaccination campaigns by sharing information about upcoming
camps and drives in nearby locations through radio

Campaign Strategy
Each station is producing and broadcasting:
6 programs of 15 minutes duration each-2 on Omicron, 2COVID Appropriate Behavior, and 2- on vaccinations both
2nd dose and for mobilizing children in the age group of 15-18
years. (138 programs- to be repeated once)
33 RJ links. Of this,11 links will be created and broadcast on
Omicron, 11 on COVID Appropriate Behavior, and 11 on
2nd dose and vaccination for 15-18 years of age preferably
before, after, or in the midst of your most popular program/s.
Each RJ link should be of at least 4-5 minutes duration. (760
RJ links to be repeated)
15 testimonials of key opinion leaders, influencers of
community members who have taken the vaccine. (345
testimonials)
2 outreach activities in the month of Feb-March (46 field
events)
Increase the popularity of the vaccine by giving the title of
Heroes and Sheroes to those who have taken the vaccine in the
younger group

Campaign At a Glance
Total no. of Community Radio Stations- 100
65 Districts
2693 Blocks
14989 Villages
38 Million People Reached

Highlights of the Campaign
(17 January- 31 March 2022)

Total Airtime- 9,59,449 minutes
Number of Fresh Episodes- 1141
Number of Promos/ RJ Links- 26,967
Bytes & Testimonials received- 3345
Number of Outreach/ Narrowcast activities- 560
People reached through physical activities- 9893
Number of Positive Stories- 2586

Impact Stories
Radio Active, Bhagalpur, Bihar
In the initial days of the campaign 'Corona se Jung, Vaccine ke Sung', a
group of youngsters came to us and they asked us if they can help the
community with our support. To guide them, we organize a physical
meeting with them at our office and they seem very excited to join this
campaign with our radio.

Loudspeaker FM, Gorakhpur, UP
Nasreen from Padri Bazaar is very scared of the needles and that’s the
reason she did not get vaccinated. But after taking her to a vaccine camp
and showing her that one before one realise the jab is done, our team
members got her to take the first dose.

Impact Stories
Vanya Radio Nalcha, Dhar, Madhya Pradesh
People of the Bhil community live in our area whose main occupation is
laboring and they travel by tractor or pickup vehicle in which at least 35- 40
people travel in a vehicle without wearing a mask. We as a community radio
station informed them about the new variant and the importance of masks
and were also distributed masks to them.

JIIMS FM, Vasant Kunj, Delhi
Shweta is a 32-year-old girl who works as house help in a nearby society. She persuades all of
her acquaintances to be vaccinated. She tries to persuade them by citing examples of people
who have been vaccinated to urge them. She is doing it constantly and consciously to make
an effort to bring a change.
She calmly listens to their anxieties and misconceptions before offering a solution based on
accurate data. She spends more than an hour every day encouraging her neighbors to get
vaccinated. She gained passion and energy by listening to programs on JIIMS FM.

Impact Stories
Alfaz-e-Mewat, Nuh, Haryana
Mohd Azad, from village Bhadas Nagina, is a regular listener of our community radio
Alfaz-e-Mewat. He shared that whatever information was available to us in the time of
pandemic as well as today regarding COVID, Omicron, and the COVID vaccination is
only through various campaigns and programs by Alfaz-e-Mewat.
Everyone in my family is fully vaccinated and my family wears masks and maintains
hand hygiene and social distancing by the information that we got through Radio
Alfaz-e-Mewat.

Kisan Vani Sironj, Vidisha, Madhya Pradesh
Mr. Ramu Baghel is a social worker who always takes information from our radio
and conveys that information to larger audiences through his contacts. He told us that
I am creating awareness among people about the vaccination of the children because
of which not just children in our village but also the children of the other villages
got vaccinated. Mr. Ramu is able to create awareness in society by listening
to our program.

Challenges & Limitations
It was quite challenging to convince people for taking up vaccination due to their
long-held beliefs in various myths related to the side effects of the vaccines.
The biggest challenge now with the government having removed mandatory
wearing of masks guidelines as well, there is a total disregard for CAB and other
safety measures.
People don’t fear COVID anymore. The drop in the number of cases was
mistaken by many communities as the non-existence of COVID-19 instead of the
success of preventive measures. People assumed that COVID-19 has disappeared
from their midst due to the lack of visible cases.
Narrowcasting became a significant challenge because most of the time people in
villages would be engaged in their everyday work or had to go to fields, thus trying
to convince them to spare some time to listen to what we had to say was difficult
task.
To collect people at one place for events or narrowcasting turned out to be a
challenge in itself as there were new restrictions being placed by states because of
the surge in cases of Omicron. Also, people were afraid of contracting the virus so
they avoided gathering together and talking to people who have come from the
outside.
By the end of the campaign, it was also noted that people were simply becoming
tired of listening to information regarding COVID-19 and wanted to carry
forward with their lives.

Making Headlines

